“While today’s Beaux Frères continue to show the richness and depth that long-time
followers have come to expect, they are now made in a distinctly elegant cast, with wellintegrated oak and brightness to go with their power. Mikey Etzel says that he is after a
harmonious style rather than a flamboyant one, which comes through even in a ripe vintage
like 2018.” – Josh Raynolds
Belles Soeurs 2018
94 Points
Vivid ruby-red. Seductive raspberry liqueur, exotic spice and floral oil aromas, along
with hints of incense and smoky minerals. Juicy, seamless and broad on the palate,
offering densely packed red berry and floral pastille flavors that show excellent
clarity and tighten up steadily as the wine opens. Fine-grained tannins lend shape to
a strikingly long, velvety finish that shows superb red fruit- and spice-driven
persistence.

Zena Crown Vineyard 2018
94 Points
Deep, glistening red. Powerful, smoke- and spice-accented black raspberry, cherry
and floral scents are complicated by subtle cola and vanilla notes. Appealingly sweet
and expansive on the palate, offering intense red and dark berry, cola and spice cake
flavors that pick up a hint of cocoa on the back half. Rounded, well-knit tannins
frame a smooth, impressively persistent finish that leaves behind red berry liqueur
and mocha notes.

Upper Terrace 2018
96 Points
Vivid magenta. A hugely perfumed bouquet displays an array of ripe red and blue
fruits, pungent flowers and exotic spices, along with hints of cola and smoky
minerals. Deeply concentrated yet lively as well, offering palate-staining cherry,
black raspberry and boysenberry flavors and building lavender and allspice
flourishes. A smoky quality emerges on the strikingly persistent finish, which
features steadily building tannins and a strong floral echo.

Beaux Frères Vineyard 2018
95 Points
Brilliant ruby. Intense red and blue fruit, floral and spice qualities on the highly
perfumed nose, along with hints of cola and licorice. Juicy and precise, offering
concentrated raspberry, boysenberry and floral pastille flavors that take on a fivespice-powder nuance with air. Plays power off delicacy with a sure hand and finishes
extremely long and silky, with polished tannins framing lingering red fruit and
candied rose notes.
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